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A B S T R A C T

Natural hazard impacts on industrial activities handling hazardous substances can result in severe cascading
events such as fires, explosions, and toxic or radioactive releases. These so-called Natech accidents are often
overlooked in regional and national disaster risk management plans. National Risk Assessment (NRA) is a well-
known instrument to identify, analyse and compare a wide range of risks with potential impacts at a national
extent. Increasingly complex and comprehensive NRAs are used globally for informed decision making.
Although recognised as an important emerging issue, Natech risks are currently not considered systematically in
NRAs. One cause for this deficiency is the lack of dedicated methodologies and guidance for Natech risk as-
sessment within the NRA context. This study fills this gap by giving insight on how and in which setting Natech
risks should be assessed in the NRAs. Following a contextual description of the Natech risk within the overall
NRA process, different approaches for Natech risk assessment at the national level are discussed and differences
with facility-level risk assessment are indicated. Natech-specific aspects to be considered in risk identification,
risk analysis, and risk evaluation are explained in detail with examples from past accidents. Finally, research and
policy challenges hampering the reliable Natech risk assessment in the NRAs are discussed. The provided in-
formation can improve the coherence and consistency of Natech-related aspects in the NRAs. As Natech risk is
regarded as a typical example of multi-hazard risk, guidance on how to consider Natech risk can also support a
better assessment of other cascading risks.

1. Introduction

The impact of natural hazards on industrial facilities, pipelines,
offshore platforms and other infrastructure that handles, stores or
transports hazardous substances can cause secondary events such as
fires, explosions, and toxic or radioactive releases [1–3]. These so-
called Natech accidents are a recurring but often overlooked feature in
many natural disasters and have often had significant human, en-
vironmental and economic impacts [4]. The 2002 river floods in Europe
that resulted in significant hazardous substance releases, including
chlorine and dioxins [5,6], the 2011 Tōhoku earthquake and tsunami
that caused a meltdown at a nuclear power plant and raging fires and
explosions at oil refineries [7,8], and Hurricane Sandy in 2012 that
triggered multiple hydrocarbon spills [9] are only a few examples of
recent major events that highlight the importance of Natech accidents.

Natech risks exist both in developed and developing countries
where hazardous facilities are located in natural hazard areas. Natech
accidents feature complex consequences through synergistic effects
between the natural and technological hazards. They may cause

multiple and simultaneous releases of hazardous substances over ex-
tended areas, damage or destroy safety systems and barriers, and down
lifelines often needed for prevention and mitigation of the con-
sequences. Emergency responders are usually neither equipped nor
trained to handle a high number of concurrent hazardous incidents
[10,11]. Industrial growth, climate change, and the increasing vulner-
ability of society that is becoming more and more interconnected in-
creases the risk of such events in the future. Successfully controlling a
Natech accident is usually a major challenge, which requires targeted
prevention, preparedness and response plans [12]. Unfortunately, nat-
ural disaster risk reduction frameworks do mostly not consider tech-
nological hazards, and technological accident prevention and pre-
paredness programmes often overlook the specific aspects of Natech
risk, resulting in a lack of dedicated methodologies and guidance for
Natech risk management. This was already indicated by Ref. [13] and it
continues to be a problem to date [14,15]. Although there are some
recent regulations and international guidance that require considera-
tion of Natech risks at the facility and community level in some coun-
tries [16–18], comprehensive regional and national assessments are
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usually lacking even though they are crucial to pinpoint potential risk
hotspots and see the overall picture of potential consequences.

Over the last decade, National Risk Assessment (NRA) became a
well-known instrument to identify the major risks that a county could
face and to assess their likelihood and severity [19,20]. A wide range of
risks identified, assessed and prioritised in the NRA form the basis of the
national risk management plans and the successive implementation of
risk prevention and preparedness measures which increase the national
capacity to prevent and respond to disasters [21]. Increasingly complex
and comprehensive NRAs are being used by many countries world-wide
for informed decision making on risks that have potential consequences
of national significance. NRAs are usually presented as reports de-
scribing each scenario involved in the analysis and their risk ranking.
Although detailed reports are publicly available for some countries,
they are mostly confidential and only accessible by decision makers (i.e.
politicians) at the highest level. Simplified and redacted versions of the
reports, including risk matrices to visually represent the likelihood and
impact of risk scenarios, are usually publicly available. There are also
comprehensive reviews of recent NRAs, which summarise the objec-
tives of each NRA, the methodologies used therein, the obtained out-
comes, and how they are presented and communicated to the stake-
holders. Such reviews are available for several OECD countries, the 28
EU Member States and 6 non-EU countries participating in the Union
Civil Protection Mechanism [22,23].

Besides being used by individual countries, NRA is also suggested
and promoted by various international organisations as a best practice
for cost-effective and efficient disaster risk management. The Sendai
Framework for Disaster Risk Reduction underlines the importance of
risk assessment for understanding disaster risk, which is one of the four
priorities for action of the framework [24]. The OECD emphasised the
importance of NRA as an innovative way of risk management at the
country level [20]. The G20/OECD Methodological Framework for
Disaster Risk Assessment and Risk Financing concluded that country
risk assessment is a critical foundation for disaster risk management
and the related financial strategies, and requires clear rules and gov-
ernance [25]. The OECD also called on countries to develop risk an-
ticipation capacity linked directly to decision making, including
through the adoption of an all-hazards approach to NRA [26]. At the
European level, the community framework on disaster prevention
highlighted the potential added value of the NRAs for the European
Union (EU) and requested the European Commission (EC) to prepare a
cross-sectorial overview of major natural and man-made risks based on
NRAs [27]. In order to improve coherence and consistency among the
NRAs prepared by the EU Member States and to make them more
comparable so that the risks faced by the EU can be more easily un-
derstood, the EC published risk assessment and mapping guidelines for
disaster management [19]. To minimize potential risks and better
prepare for future risks, the EC also invited all Member States to begin
developing a NRA including low-probability, high-impact risks by the
end of 2011 [28]. Following the adoption of the EU Civil Protection
Mechanism in 2013, all Member States are obliged to conduct a NRA
and submit a summary to the EC every three years starting from 2015
[29].

The first review of the 18 NRAs prepared by the EU Member States
and countries participating in the Civil Protection Mechanism in 2014
showed that only a limited number of natural hazards were considered
by a few countries as hazards that can increase the risk of pollution, loss
of critical infrastructure, and transport accidents, without clear re-
ference to Natech risks [30]. The second review three years later, which
included 28 EU and 6 non-EU NRAs, found that not only were Natech
risks explicitly mentioned, but also their potential consequences and
increased likelihood and severity due to factors such as climate change
were recognised by some countries [23]. Although an increase in Na-
tech awareness was apparent, Natech-related analyses were still found
to be superficial and huge differences were observed in the country
approaches of how and at which detail to consider Natech risks.

Therefore, although recognised as one of the important emerging is-
sues, Natech risks are currently not considered in a systematic way in
NRAs. While damage to critical infrastructure is usually analysed as a
cascading effect of major natural hazards focusing on interdependency
and business continuity aspects [31], analysis of the damage to ha-
zardous facilities and its related consequences is mostly not addressed.
Occasionally, when they are considered, Natech scenarios are taken
into account only for some natural hazards a country is subject to, but
not all. This heterogeneity becomes a problem in the risk evaluation
when scenarios that include Natech risk are ranked alongside the sce-
narios that omit it, which results in an underestimation of the latter as
Natech consequences typically boost the severity of a scenario. Addi-
tional deficiencies, such as inadequate scenarios, lack of recognition of
Natech-specific conditions, and poor risk analysis, were also common.
One of the main reasons for these deficiencies is the lack of dedicated
methodologies and guidance for proper Natech risk assessment in the
NRA context.

In order to help to fill this gap, this study tries to answer the
questions in which setting and how to consider Natech risks in the NRA
process. For this purpose, first an overall contextual description of the
Natech risk within the NRA is provided. Then, the Natech risk assess-
ment process is discussed in three stages following the steps in the
European NRA guidelines, which are risk identification, risk analysis,
and risk evaluation. Each stage is addressed in a separate section by
providing information on Natech-specific aspects and issues that should
be considered at each stage. Examples from past events are given where
relevant. Finally, research and policy challenges hampering the reliable
assessment of Natech risks in the NRAs are discussed. For some topics
the study focuses on the EU context, however the information provided
is to a large extent valid globally. While in principle natural-hazard
triggered nuclear and radiological accidents also qualify as Natech
events, this study focuses on the hazardous chemical industry. Nuclear
risks are governed by different legislation and more mature risk-as-
sessment methodologies are available to evaluate natural-hazard im-
pacts on nuclear installations, although recent events indicate that
weaknesses exist.

2. Risk assessment context

Hazardous facilities are inherent vulnerabilities for the socio-eco-
nomic systems they are nested in. They are also vulnerable to natural
hazards that impact their operations, installations, and related infra-
structure (e.g. electricity, water). Natech risk management practices
require a comprehensive understanding of the interactions and inter-
dependencies of the related natural, technological and societal systems.
Risk assessment can be challenging even for the impacts of a single
natural hazard on a single facility. Consideration of multiple natural
hazards and multiple facilities at the same time while bearing in mind
possible further cascading events (e.g. domino accidents) and con-
sequences with cascading impacts (e.g. via business interruption), re-
quires a comprehensive, multi-hazard and multi-vulnerability risk as-
sessment involving complex chain(s) of scenarios.

Various multi-risk and multi-hazard risk assessment methodologies
and tools ranging from local to global approaches were recently re-
viewed by Refs. [32,33]. The reviews showed that although many ap-
proaches define theoretical frameworks for multi-hazard risk assess-
ment, they are simplified when applied to real cases due to data
availability limitations. Little effort to define a solid methodology is
emphasised, although the importance of the interaction between ha-
zards and cascading events is highlighted and discussed in detail in
many studies. The observed deficiencies in the consideration of multi-
hazard risks, including Natech risk, in the NRAs is in line with these
findings. Although simplified, case studies considering Natech risk in a
multi-hazard risk context still demonstrate the importance of such
cascading events, as the estimated risk increases significantly [34].

Due to its inherent complexities, Natech risk assessment requires a
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multidisciplinary approach involving actors both from the natural and
the technological hazards fields. It concerns on the one hand industry
and the technological risk management authorities and on the other
hand natural-hazard experts and civil protection. Occasionally, such as
in case of flood-triggered Natech accidents, the natural hazard condi-
tions may cause the hazardous substance releases to reach an extent
beyond the country boundaries [35]. In such transboundary cases the
NRA may also need multi-national stakeholders as suggested by inter-
national agreements [36]. These factors create a challenge in the co-
ordination and cooperation of different authorities and agencies, which
deal with specific hazards or risks mostly without developing a com-
plete understanding of cascading effects. If fundamental concepts are
not clearly defined, it may easily lead to poor communication and
eventually results in poor risk assessment and management [37].
Without a well-defined and systematic methodology, different autho-
rities have the tendency to use different methods to identify, analyse
and evaluate risks, and coherence of all of the assessments required for
the NRA becomes a major problem [21]. Therefore, setting the context
of Natech risk assessment properly in the overall NRA process is crucial.

2.1. Scope of the Natech risk assessment

As natural hazards mostly have regional extent, the EU NRA
guidelines suggest localised risk assessment only for advanced assess-
ments [19]. However, hazardous facilities are usually local assets at the
national level. They are also not uniformly distributed, but con-
centrated in certain regions for operational or logistic purposes.
Therefore, local aspects are required to be considered for Natech risk
assessment purposes. However, Natech risk assessment within the scope
of a NRA requires a different perspective from the Natech risk assess-
ment performed at the facility-level. For the latter, which is required by
some industrial risk control regulations (e.g. the Seveso III Directive),
all potential natural hazards should be studied, including high-fre-
quency low-impact hazards as they may result in accidents if vulner-
abilities exist and risks are not handled properly [38]. Indeed, past
events show that Natech accidents have frequently been triggered by
minor natural hazards (e.g. Refs. [2,39]). Hence, in addition to major
natural hazards, minor hazard scenarios are also important at the fa-
cility-level. However, for NRA purposes, natural hazards with poten-
tially limited impacts are not of prime importance, especially if the
relevant facilities are not regarded as critical infrastructure. In fact, for
the NRA, the primary focus should be the risks due to a selected set of
natural hazards on a number of important facilities at the national level.
The selected natural hazards usually cover only hazards with a major
disaster potential, and the important facilities are limited to critical or
highly hazardous facilities. Therefore, the scope of the risk assessment
is different as illustrated in Fig. 1. If Natech-related scenarios have al-
ready been analysed in the facility-wide risk assessments, the available
information can be utilised for NRA purposes. Frequently, however,
industry carries out the assessment of natural hazard impacts autono-
mously, and some of the natural-hazard related assumptions and sce-
narios may not be compatible with those used in the NRA. Therefore,
attention should be paid when using such information.

Assessment of Natech risks within the scope of a NRA should also
not be mixed up with a dedicated national Natech risk assessment.
Although similar methods might be utilised for both assessments, they
have different priorities and targets as their scope is different. In a
dedicated Natech risk assessment, the comparison of the scenarios is
always among the Natech scenarios, whereas in NRA there are also
other risk scenarios arising from different types of hazards. In fact,
Natech-related scenarios are usually in the minority in a typical NRA
considering that other risks potentially affect the public, the natural and
built environment, and the economy more extensively. Many scenarios
which have to be included in a dedicated Natech risk assessment might
be practically eliminated from the NRA. If a dedicated national Natech
risk assessment is already available or if there are further reasons for

performing such an assessment, then the results can be certainly utilised
for NRA purposes. Otherwise, a dedicated Natech assessment should be
avoided as it requires extra time and resources.

2.2. Positioning of the Natech risk assessment in the NRA process

The key point for a proper Natech-aware NRA is to consider all
relevant natural hazards and if possible their interactions when asses-
sing the potential for Natech accidents due to the presence of techno-
logical hazards. Being an inherent cascading multi-hazard risk, the
adequate assessment of Natech risk requires a correct positioning
within the NRA process. For this purpose, Natech risks can be analysed:

● as part of the risk assessment of natural hazards,
● as part of the risk assessment of technological hazards,
● as a separate, dedicated risk assessment.

The first two approaches are illustrated in Fig. 2 by using risk ma-
trices with arbitrary scenarios. In the figure, the size of the scenario
points indicates the level of uncertainty.

In the first approach, Natech risks are analysed for each natural
hazard separately as part of the natural-hazard specific scenarios.
Compared to a baseline NRA that does not include Natech risks, this
approach does not affect the number of natural hazard scenarios to be
considered, but increases the severity of certain scenarios for which the
compounding effects of the Natech consequences are significant. The
likelihood of the scenarios are not directly altered, but their un-
certainties increase in the direction of decreasing likelihood due to the
effects of the conditional probabilities of the Natech events. In the
second approach, Natech risks are considered as part of the risks arising
from hazardous facilities taking all relevant natural hazards into ac-
count. In this approach, a number of additional Natech-specific sce-
narios are formed with likelihoods and severities correlated with the
associated natural hazard scenarios.

In the first approach, the Natech contribution to the overall natural-
hazard risk is better represented, which is also useful for hazard ranking
purposes. However, in the second approach the importance of the dif-
ferent Natech scenarios is more visible. In fact, consideration of both
aspects can be beneficial, but it is important not to count the overall
Natech risk contribution both under natural and technological hazards,
as this leads to double-counting of the same risk that could mislead the
final evaluation. Although a separate Natech risk assessment within the
NRA is also a possible approach, it is not a useful practice as it prevents
the distinguishing of the compound impacts of these events.

2.3. Centralised vs bottom-up approaches

Another factor that determines the extent of the Natech risk as-
sessment is how the risk assessment is performed. For national or re-
gional studies, there are usually two principal approaches, which are
bottom-up and centralised approaches (Fig. 3).

The fundamental idea of the bottom-up approach is that assessments
performed at a lower level (e.g. regional) contribute to a higher-level
assessment (e.g. national). Usually the higher-level assessment does not
involve additional detailed analyses, but screening and aggregation of
the results of various lower-level assessments. Although two levels are
common in practice, depending on the administrative structure and
legislative framework of the country, the approach may also include
additional levels between the bottom and the top levels. At the bottom
level, the relevant authorities may perform the Natech risk assessment
by using the information provided by the industry and considering the
NRA-specific natural hazard scenarios. Alternatively, they can provide
the natural hazard scenarios to the industry and in turn, the industry
can identify and build relevant Natech scenarios that are coherent with
the NRA. In either case, by following a systematic selection approach,
possible Natech scenarios can be reduced into a manageable set of
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scenarios which should be analysed in detail. For consistency, the
Natech scenario building and analysis methods should be standardised
and the use of significantly different methods for different facilities or
regions should be avoided.

In the centralised approach, a team of representatives of the com-
petent authorities, experts, and other stakeholders from different fields
are brought together at the national level to identify and assess major
risks that could have national significance. Starting from a large
number of diverse risk scenarios, the team selects a limited number of
scenarios which are deemed to be important and which require detailed

risk analysis. According to the results of the detailed analysis, selected
scenarios are evaluated by some common criteria and ranked by their
severity and likelihood (Fig. 3).

Natech risks require expertise on both natural and technological
hazards and their interactions, which can be quite complex. Therefore,
a centralised approach is more suitable for resource-limited NRA stu-
dies. However, depending on the administrative and political systems of
the country it may also not be a feasible approach. Especially in case of
federal countries, where states forming the federation have extensive
authority over the risk assessment, this approach cannot be used unless

Fig. 1. Comparison of facility-wide and NRA Natech risk assessment perspectives.

Fig. 2. Expected influence of Natech events for technological and natural hazard risk scenarios.
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agreed on by all states. In fact, studies show that integrated national
assessments remain elusive for such countries due to significant re-
gional and functional gaps or battles over responsibilities [40]. On the
other hand, local or regional risk assessments, which are required for
the bottom-up approach, need a great deal of resources and qualified
personnel. Such an approach may face major problems if local branches
of the competent authorities lack the required knowledge and experi-
ence. In such cases, the centralised approach may yield better results as
resources can be managed and utilised more efficiently. Although sta-
keholder participation is possible at all stages of the assessment, their
early engagement allows a higher degree of understanding of the risk
assessment principles, and stakeholder diversity also helps in building a
comprehensive risk assessment framework, facilitating consensus on
the outcomes.

3. Risk identification

Risk identification is the process of finding, recognizing and de-
scribing risks. It is a screening exercise and serves as a preliminary step
for the subsequent risk analysis stage [19]. For NRA purposes, Natech
risk identification can be divided into two main tasks which are iden-
tification of Natech-prone hazardous facilities and development of
Natech scenarios for these facilities that will be analysed in detail
subsequently.

3.1. Identification of Natech-prone hazardous facilities

The first step of the risk identification is the identification of the
hazardous facilities which might be affected by natural hazards.
Industrial risk control regulations usually focus on hazardous produc-
tion and storage facilities. In addition to those facilities, other ha-
zardous facilities such as offshore platforms, onshore and offshore pi-
peline systems, and transportation systems involving hazardous
substances should also be included in the risk assessment. Pipelines are
especially important as they are usually located in the countryside
where the detection of releases can be delayed, leading to major spills
and significant economic damage particularly at special locations such

as river crossings [2]. Consideration of military facilities, mining ac-
tivities, and polluted sites, which are usually excluded from the in-
dustrial risk assessment, is also recommended for the sake of com-
pleteness, as they may also be affected by natural hazards and lead to
significant consequences [41–43].

The analysis should start with the complete inventory of the ha-
zardous facilities and the facilities that are not located within the po-
tential impact zones of the natural hazards should be eliminated from
the analysis on a case-by-case basis. Natural hazard data and maps al-
ready developed or made available during the NRA process can be
utilised to determine the required impact zones. If the number of the
remaining facilities that should be further analysed is high, a pre-
liminary hazard ranking that considers Natech-specific aspects is sug-
gested to determine the important facilities. For Europe, the tiers of the
facilities according to the Seveso III Directive (2012/18/EC) can be
utilised for this purpose, which are determined based on the hazard
characteristics and qualifying quantities of hazardous substances po-
tentially present at the facilities. Moreover, information on natural
hazard severity and land-use practices around the facilities should also
be considered. For major natural hazards, not only the important, but
all hazardous facilities should be taken into consideration in the iden-
tification, as they may result in a significant overall impact as a whole if
they are affected simultaneously. In order to simplify the analysis, in-
dustrial parks where multiple facilities are located in close proximity
can be handled as single entities. Linear or networked hazardous fa-
cilities, such as pipeline systems, which usually cross long distances
through a wide range of climatic and geographical zones, require spe-
cial consideration. Time-variant operational characteristics should be
further assessed for transportation systems.

3.2. Identification of Natech scenarios

Following the identification of the Natech-prone facilities, the po-
tential Natech scenarios should be developed. Methods available for
conventional accidents such as checklists, hazard surveys, hazard and
operability studies, scenario analyses, and cause-and-effect analyses
[44] can be utilised to build Natech scenarios, provided that they take

Fig. 3. Centralised and bottom-up approaches in the NRA.
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into account potential Natech-specific conditions, such as:

● Natural-hazard specific damage and failure modes,
● Simultaneous multiple incidents,
● Unavailability of safety barriers and protection layers,
● Unavailability of mitigation measures and response resources.

Detailed scenario development methods are often too complex, data
intensive and time consuming to be applied as a tool to identify the
scenarios required for the NRA. Because the aim of the NRA is to
identify the most critical scenarios, a limited number of scenarios for
each facility or group of facilities per relevant natural hazard can be
selected for further analysis based on a preliminary consequence and
impact study. To limit the number of scenarios further, some screening
criteria can be applied to the preliminary results, such as the ones given
by the EC guidelines [19]:

● Number of people affected greater than 50,
● Economic and environmental costs above 100 million Euro,
● Political/social impact considered significant or very serious,
● Potential impacts exceeding 0.6% of gross national income.

Although assessment of the entire ensemble of industrial equipment
at risk is necessary to identify the Natech scenarios for facility-wide risk
assessments, for NRA purposes the assessment can be limited to the
critical equipment with severe Natech accident potential. In order to
select such equipment, a qualitative hazard ranking can be utilised that
is based on hazardous substance characteristics, amount of inventory,
operating conditions, and natural hazard-specific vulnerabilities of the
equipment. Example hazard rankings for various equipment categories
are available for earthquakes and lightning [45]. Vulnerability of an
industrial equipment to natural hazard impacts highly depends on the
equipment category and the type of natural hazard. Atmospheric sto-
rage tanks, especially those with floating roofs, appear to be particu-
larly vulnerable to natural hazards [46,47]. This is critical from a risk
point of view, as they usually contain large amounts of hazardous
substances. Therefore, priority can be given to storage tanks during the
scenario development if a hazard ranking is not utilised. Physical da-
mage is usually caused by buckling of the tank shell, displacement of
the tank (e.g. by floating or shifting), external impact (e.g. collision
with other equipment items or debris), or collapse of tank supports (e.g.
foundation or legs). Similar to storage tanks, reactors, columns, se-
parators, pumps, and heat exchangers also retains significant amounts
of hazardous substances and can be affected by natural hazards. Onsite
pipes and pipework are also frequently damaged by the displacement of
equipment or by external impact such as collision with moving (e.g.
floating, falling) objects mobilized by the natural hazard [48].

Equipment may sustain physical damage if the natural hazard im-
pact is sufficiently high, but may also simply malfunction in case of a
lower impact. Some equipment may have the role to prevent undesir-
able events or mitigate their consequences; hence, their failure can lead
to a release or amplify the consequences. Affected equipment may
trigger Natech accidents in the following ways:

● Directly release hazardous substances,
● Trigger events that lead to release,
● Create an uncontrolled deviation in the system that can eventually

result in a release.

Possible damage and impact modes of different natural hazards on
pipeline systems [49], expected scenarios following the damage of at-
mospheric and pressurized vessels in seismic events [50], likely damage
modes of industrial equipment and post-release event trees based on
statistical analysis of past accidents for floods [51], and generic bow-tie
diagrams of accident scenarios triggered by flooding of industrial fa-
cilities [52] are available, which can be used for Natech scenarios.

Although consideration of the direct damage is sufficient for most of the
NRAs, for detailed studies indirect effects such as uncontrolled opera-
tional variations can also be assessed. Complex industrial processes may
result in numerous hazardous situations in case of uncontrolled process
deviations that lead to unsafe operations and eventually to accidents,
such as explosions of chemical reactors which experience runaway re-
actions. Therefore, such cases should be carefully analysed when con-
sidering detailed Natech scenarios.

Natural-hazard specific mitigation measures (e.g. flexible connec-
tions, anchorage) may increase the resilience of equipment to the spe-
cific hazard. However, at the same time they may increase the vul-
nerability of the equipment to other hazards. There is also the
misconception that structural and organisational measures in place to
prevent and mitigate conventional accidents would be sufficient to
protect against Natech accidents [53]. In contrast, the natural event
that damages or destroys industrial buildings and equipment can also
render unavailable safety instrumentation (e.g. sensors, alarms), safety
barriers (e.g. containment dikes, deluge systems), lifelines (e.g. elec-
tricity, water, communication), emergency response equipment (e.g.
firefighting systems) and personnel needed to prevent an accident,
mitigate its consequences and avoid its escalation. Generally, conven-
tional accident scenarios consider that all or most of the measures are
available, while for Natech events many of these could actually be
unavailable concurrently.

Assumptions on the availability of safety barriers drastically affect
the severity of the Natech scenarios. For example, the containment dike
around a storage tank is typically designed to hold the whole content of
the tank in case of accidental release. Hence, even the worst-case re-
leases are expected to be contained within the dike, which limits the
severity of the possible accident scenarios. However, in case of Natech
accidents the efficiency of such measures is questionable due to natural-
hazard impacts. For example, if floods cause an overflow of contain-
ment dikes, any released substance that would normally be contained
within the dikes can easily be dispersed by the flood waters and con-
taminate nearby settlements and the environment [54]. In the case of
earthquakes, cracks that occur at dikes may leak liquid substances that
can eventually lead to significant groundwater pollution [55]. There-
fore, care should be taken in scenario development when considering
Natech-specific conditions. Some researchers even advocate assuming
the absence of safety barriers in such situations [50].

Electricity is critical for the proper operation of a facility including
safety systems and it is a lifeline that might become easily unavailable
due to natural hazards. This includes not only the primary power
supply, but also sources like back-up generators. As documented in past
events, power loss alone can trigger major Natech accidents [7]. Water
supply, both external and internal, might also be unavailable in case of
natural disasters. Underground pipes and connections, as well as water
reservoirs, tanks, and pumping systems, are frequently damaged by
earthquakes, tsunamis and floods. Besides acting as the primary fire-
fighting agent, water also serves for cooling and controlling dangerous
exothermic reactions. Therefore, a lack of water may not only hamper
effective response, but may also trigger Natech accidents [56].

The natural hazard conditions may hamper onsite and offsite emer-
gency response personnel as well. For instance, some locations might
become inaccessible by conventional means at a flooded facility. In
some cases, response personnel may be adversely affected by hazardous
releases, rendering them unable to combat the accident's consequences
[55]. Fear and worry for their own lives and the lives of their families
possibly affected by the natural hazard, can also result in under-
performance. Offsite response teams may not always be available as they
might be overwhelmed by having to respond to numerous requests
related to the natural disaster. In some cases, although they are avail-
able, they might not be able to reach the accident site as access routes
are blocked or otherwise rendered unusable [8]. Such conditions
usually amplify the consequences, therefore they should be considered
in the risk scenarios.
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Besides safety-related issues, extraordinary natural hazard condi-
tions may also affect security. For example, unavailable or compro-
mised security measures due to natural hazard may create a backdrop
for malicious acts, which may result in serious immediate or delayed
cascading events. Security-related issues, especially IT security matters,
are emerging topics for the industrial and critical infrastructure risk
management fields. Therefore, natural hazard impacts on the security
systems of hazardous facilities should not be excluded in the scenario
development.

Natech scenarios are by definition multi-hazard risk scenarios in-
volving at least one natural and one technological hazard, e.g. damage
to a storage tank containing flammables due to ground motion caused
by an earthquake. However, both natural and technological compo-
nents of the Natech risk may also be multi-hazard in nature. For ex-
ample, the same earthquake may trigger a tsunami which eventually
may result in a Natech accident, or an explosion at a damaged storage
tank may cause damage to other equipment nearby leading to domino
accidents, e.g. more explosions and fires [57]. A combination of these
two cases is also a possibility and, in fact, multi-hazards in both com-
ponents are not unusual for Natech accidents. Multiple hazards can also
affect the vulnerability and resilience of technological systems, further
increasing the complexity and data needs of the risk scenarios [58].
Even basic Natech scenarios are usually regarded as advanced topics in
the NRA. Instead of increasing the complexity and unavoidably the
difficulty of the analysis, keeping the scenario development simple until
a concrete Natech risk assessment methodology is put in place can be a
better approach for the initial NRAs.

4. Risk analysis

Risk analysis is the process to comprehend the nature of risk and to
determine the level of risk [19]. Once the Natech risk scenarios have
been determined, the likelihood and the severity of each scenario can
be analysed by using available qualitative, semi-quantitative or quan-
titative methods. As long as Natech-specific conditions are considered
adequately, the type of analysis method can be chosen according to
constraints such as data availability, study time, or risk analysis ex-
pertise. Sometimes countries use the NRA to better understand poten-
tial risks in a broad sense. In such cases, detailed analyses are not ne-
cessary and simplified methods can be utilised whenever applicable to
fulfil the objectives. However, in some other cases detailed analyses
might be required, as for example requested by the EC NRA guidelines
[19].

Outside the NRA, Natech risks are mostly assessed at the facility-
level as part of industrial risk control practices. Therefore, existing
Natech risk analysis methods are mainly quantitative in nature and
qualitative methods are scarce. Ref. [59] proposed a qualitative meth-
odology for the preliminary assessment of Natech risk in urban areas,
which considers possible interactions between the physical infra-
structure, the community, the natural environment, and the risk and
emergency management systems. For semi-quantitative and quantita-
tive risk analysis purposes, several methodologies are available, de-
tailed reviews of which were recently made by Refs. [60,61]; respec-
tively. Most of these methodologies are based on industrial risk analysis
methods with modifications to consider Natech-specific aspects. Gen-
erally, they involve estimation of the 1) type and magnitude of the
natural hazard impact, 2) expected physical or functional damage on
the industrial equipment, 3) rate and amount of hazardous substance
release in case of loss of containment, 4) nature and extent of probable
hazardous consequences, and 5) the severity of the potential impacts. A
summary of the Natech-specific aspects in natural hazard impact as-
sessment, consequence analysis, and Natech impact assessment are
provided in the following sections.

4.1. Natural hazard impact assessment

The first step of the natural hazard impact assessment is the esti-
mation of the on-site natural hazard severity, which determines the
type and extent of potential damage to the industrial buildings and
equipment. Normally, this information should already be available as
part of the NRA process, because the relevant natural hazards would
have been covered in their own hazard-specific sections within the
NRA. Hence, further natural hazard data collection or hazard analysis is
usually not necessary.

Unless detailed numerical methods are used, the conventional ap-
proach for natural-hazard damage assessment, which forms the second
step, is based on fragility functions that relate natural-hazard specific
severity parameters (e.g. peak ground acceleration, flood water depth)
to the probability of occurrence of various damage conditions. Damage
states, which group different damage under a set of qualitative cate-
gories gradually ranging from no damage to total collapse, are usually
used to simplify potentially numerous damage conditions. The damage
state that may manifest in case of a certain natural hazard impact de-
pends on a number of equipment-specific factors, such as construction
characteristics, current physical state (e.g. corrosion, aging), and op-
erational conditions (e.g. pressure, filling level). For this reason, it is
hard to establish which damage state is to be expected for a given
equipment for a given natural hazard scenario. Therefore, in most cases
all plausible damage states should be analysed.

For most industrial equipment, historical Natech accident and near-
miss data needed to deduce reliable fragility models for different nat-
ural hazards is limited. Simplified fragility functions in the form of
fragility curves are available for earthquake impacts on atmospheric
storage tanks [62,63], horizontal pressurized tanks, pressurized re-
actors, and pumps [64]. However, these curves cover only certain
equipment characteristics and operational conditions. Therefore, some
expert judgement is necessary for other conditions and also for other
equipment. Relations based on past accidents and expert judgment are
available that qualitatively link the flood severity to the level of po-
tential damage on selected industries [65]. Simplified damage corre-
lations and damage models which allow the prediction of flood-related
structural failure were also recently developed for atmospheric storage
tanks [66,67], horizontal cylindrical vessels [68], and chemical storage
tanks [69]. Damage models are also available for lightning impact on
process equipment [70]. Case studies using these fragility models to
compare the risk analysis results with and without Natech scenarios for
earthquakes [71] and for floods [72] can be utilised as a reference for
the NRA studies.

Because the damage states are defined in qualitative terms, it is
difficult to associate them to well-defined release and consequence
scenarios. The current practice is limited to the use of very generic
scenarios which are based on expert judgement and which relate the
possible damage states to functional damage and/or loss of containment
event scenarios. Usually, a damage state is linked to a single event (i.e.
risk) scenario [71]. In fact, multiple event scenarios can be associated
with each damage state by varying conditional probabilities. Un-
fortunately, there is no established method to determine conditional
release probabilities for Natech events. Therefore, they are either as-
sumed as equal to one or assigned by expert judgment. To calculate the
overall Natech accident probability, the natural hazard probability is
multiplied by conditional damage, release, and consequence (e.g. ig-
nition and explosion) probabilities. Typical conditional consequence
probabilities are available in the literature, but attention should be paid
as they can be altered by natural-hazard conditions. For example, in
case of flammable releases the likelihood of ignition is considerably
higher in earthquake- and lightning-triggered Natech accidents [48]. In
case of major disaster scenarios, for which simultaneous Natech events
at multiple facilities and also at various locations at each facility are
considered, the overall Natech probability increases significantly. For
such scenarios, the probability of occurrence of at least one Natech
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accident is typically quite high. It is also usually recognised that the
vulnerability of an asset may change if two independent hazards occur
in a short time lapse. Likewise, intermittent natural hazards, even if
they are minor events, may affect the vulnerability of industrial
equipment. For example, high flow conditions of ordinary floods may
increase riverbed scouring which reduces the cover on pipelines at river
crossings, eventually leading to pipe breaks due to excess external
forces or debris impacts during minor floods [2]. Whenever feasible,
such factors should be considered while estimating the damage prob-
ability.

4.2. Consequence analysis

Existing conventional accident consequence analysis methods and
tools can be used to analyse the consequences of the Natech scenarios.
Ref. [73] provides a generic but concise overview of the most common
consequence phenomena and the associated models that can be used in
the analysis. Refs. [74,75] give detailed descriptions of available con-
sequence analysis models and the conditions under which they should
be used. Software tools, which implement available models and facil-
itate the analysis by providing user-friendly data entry and visualisation
means, are available both commercially [76–78] and in the public
domain [79,80].

Regardless of the type of methods and models used for the analysis,
attention should be paid to the possibility of the following Natech-
specific aspects during the consequence analysis:

● Spreading of consequences beyond the typical extents,
● Exceptional environmental conditions,
● Simultaneous releases which should be analysed concurrently,
● Unavailability of measures to mitigate the consequences.

The extent and the severity of the consequences depend on several
factors, but the main factors to be considered are the release rate and
release duration. The release rate highly depends on the extent of the
damage sustained by the equipment, which may be significantly greater
in case of Natech accidents compared to conventional accidents. Total
collapse of the equipment is not uncommon during natural disasters.
Some Natech accidents occur immediately after the natural hazard
impact while others may take time to develop. A longer duration ty-
pically gives more time to emergency response activities to prevent the
accident or mitigate the consequences. However, due to the natural
hazard conditions such possibilities might be hampered, resulting in a
greater overall extent of hazardous materials dispersion. Hence, atten-
tion should be paid to the assumptions used in the risk analysis.

The extent and the severity of the consequences also highly depend
on the environmental conditions (e.g. wind speed, atmospheric stabi-
lity). Conventional accident scenarios are usually built on the typical
conditions at the facility and its surroundings, which are often further
simplified to standard conditions (e.g. stable atmosphere, 20 °C ambient
temperature). For Natech accidents, conditions to be considered might
be notably different. For example, in case of weather-related events
(e.g. storm, hurricane) the atmospheric conditions are unstable and
close to extreme rather than typical conditions. Similarly, the release
environment might be different from the normal situation. A common
example is liquid release into water instead of on the ground in case of
flooding, which highly increases the mobility of the released substance.
It may also lead to additional consequences due to possible substance
reactivity with water [51]. For reliable results, such natural-hazard
specific environmental conditions should be properly considered in the
analysis. Moreover, for a coherent analysis, environmental data should
be provided by the natural-hazard authorities of the NRA to the experts
performing the Natech risk analysis.

In case of multiple simultaneous releases, the overall extent of the
dispersion of hazardous materials can be significantly larger.
Conventional accident risk analysis methods and tools are usually

developed for a single release source and they are not able to correctly
analyse concurrent multiple releases, especially if different release
mechanisms and hazardous substances are involved. Therefore, for such
scenarios more advanced analysis methods are necessary to estimate
the overall extent and severity of the consequences. Moreover, the
possibility of simultaneous consequences different than dispersion (e.g.
fire, explosion) and on- and off-site secondary cascading events (i.e.
domino events) may need to be considered, which complicates the
analysis [81]. For NRA purposes, simplified analysis methods yielding
approximate but conservative results, is suggested for such scenarios.

4.3. Natech impact assessment

One of the key features of NRAs is to focus on the impacts on society
and the economy that may result from various risks with a view to
decreasing vulnerability and increasing robustness and resilience [82].
Therefore, proper assessment of the severity of the impacts is crucial.
Natech accidents may result in injuries, fatalities, environmental da-
mage, equipment and property damage, business interruption, re-
stricted output, loss of markets, insurance costs, public unrest, and so-
cial costs. Hence, the potential impacts are numerous and also target-
specific, which complicates their quantification. Although Natech ac-
cidents are regarded as secondary consequences of natural hazards,
their impacts may in fact be more severe than the direct natural hazard
impacts, especially if the hazardous impact areas are extended due to
natural hazard conditions or if critical infrastructure is directly involved
or affected. For example, the March 5, 1987, earthquake in Ecuador (Ms
6.9) caused the destruction of more than 40 km of the Trans Ecuadorian
Oil Pipeline due to massive landslides following the earthquake. Ap-
proximately 100,000 barrels of oil spilled into the environment and the
loss of revenue during the five months required for repair was 800
million USD, equal to 80% of the total earthquake losses [83]. There-
fore, it is important to quantify Natech damage not only considering the
direct physical damage, but also considering all cascading impacts. This
is not a straightforward task, as interactions and dependencies can be
quite complex even for a single facility. In case of mutual dependencies
for accidents involving multiple facilities, the overall effect of the initial
event may be augmented. Hence, attention should be paid to prevent
overestimation due to double counting [31]. As other non-Natech risk
scenarios also require dependency analysis to estimate cascading im-
pacts, it is better to perform the analysis not in a Natech-specific
manner, but at the NRA level by a technical expert group involving
Natech experts.

The primary impact considered in a typical industrial risk assess-
ment is the population exposed to adverse impacts, in particular lethal
effects, which are usually referred to in legislative frameworks to de-
termine the allowable risk and set the criteria for land-use planning
purposes. Methods available to estimate the impacts of conventional
accidents can also be utilised for Natech purposes [84]. However, the
varying level of exposure to the hazardous consequences due to Natech
conditions should be taken into account. For instance, when there is
toxic atmospheric dispersion triggered by an earthquake, shelter in-
place might not be possible because of structural damage to buildings.
Also, evacuation from the location of a Natech accident might not be
feasible because of the blockage of escape routes by debris or flooding
[12]. In addition, people might be reluctant to evacuate a hazardous
area if relatives are still trapped under the debris [55]. Such factors
should be considered when undertaking exposure analysis.

Although they are equally important for NRA purposes, methods for
the estimation of other impacts such as economic, environmental, and
socio-political impacts are not very well developed for Natech acci-
dents. Ref. [85] provides an overview of the state-of-the-art cost as-
sessment approaches for natural hazard impacts, including direct, in-
direct, intangible, business interruption, and risk mitigation costs,
which can also be used for Natech-related purposes. Given the simila-
rities, models available to assess the potential off-site economic costs of
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nuclear accidents [86] can be utilised to estimate economic damage of
Natech accidents with adjustments for differing consequences and
analysis scales. Methods based on this idea are available for major in-
dustrial accidents that are applicable at the regional and national levels
[87]. Loss estimates can also be obtained by using statistical methods to
fit probability distribution models to available historical data, mainly
originating from the insurance industry, which has a heavy-tailed and
skewed distribution [88]. Parametric curve-fitting methods based on
extreme value theory and generalized Pareto distribution can be uti-
lised for this purpose [89,90]. Besides the estimation methods, the
measure of the cost is also important for the analysis. Different mea-
sures of loss can be defined to quantify the losses, such as normal
maximum loss, estimated maximum loss, or maximum credible loss
[91]. Whenever possible, maximum credible loss that considers the
absence of not a single but a number of safety barriers should be used
for the analysis as this is a more likely case for Natech accidents.

A significant amount of the economic loss potential of accidents is
attributable to explosions, as they can cause the maximum physical
damage to the assets involved in the accident or located nearby [75].
However, serious losses may also occur through business interruption
even for accidents in which property damage is relatively minor [92].
Accidents that include damage to control rooms, instrumentation, or
individual equipment (e.g. large compressors, reactors, fractionation
towers) are some examples. Large, single-train process plants are
especially exposed to such losses [75]. Whether or not business inter-
ruption will cause significant economic damage depends mainly on the
market dynamics. However, for hazardous facilities regarded as critical
infrastructure there are always serious costs involved, because these
facilities by definition have functions the society highly depends on.
Among the top 100 accidents with the largest property damage losses in
the hydrocarbon industry in the last 40 years, 11% were found to be
Natech accidents [93]. Similarly, an analysis of the onshore hazardous
liquid transmission pipeline accidents in the U.S. in 1986–2012 showed
that although Natech accidents constituted 6% of all accidents by
number, they were responsible for 18% of the total economic damage.
Therefore, although they occur less frequently than accidents from
other causes, their consequences are comparatively more severe [2]. In
case of natural disasters, the combined effect of minor Natech-related
damage at several facilities may also result in significant overall cost.
Occasionally, even the proximity of a natural hazard without any direct
impacts may lead to severe losses. For example, wildfires in British
Columbia in 2017, Canada, led the operators to temporarily shut down
natural gas wells, pipelines, and other facilities as a precautionary
measure where wildfires came dangerously close to operations, leading
to costly business interruptions although property losses were insig-
nificant [93].

The costs of clean-up and remediation activities may significantly
increase the economic burden in case of major Natech accidents in-
volving hazardous liquid substances. Especially for pipeline and off-
shore accidents, comprehensive environmental clean-up and restora-
tion may be needed and large areas may become unfit for human use
(e.g. agriculture, drinking water). Surface and ground water clean-up
operations are particularly costly and may be protracted. Although the
EC guidelines indicate that only short- and medium-term impacts
should be considered for analysis, for certain hazardous materials, such
as environmentally persistent or carcinogenic substances, long-term
impacts are the primary concern. Therefore, for the scenarios involving
such substances, the long-term adverse effects on human health and the
environment should be considered. Neither tangible (e.g. clean-up
costs) nor intangible (e.g. polluted environment) pollution-related costs
seem to be covered in detail by the existing cost estimation methods.
Hence, the overall cost estimates are usually underestimated.

Similar to other hazards, the socio-political implications of Natech
accidents are also difficult to quantify and usually require qualitative
assessment based on expert judgement. Nevertheless, historically major
Natech accidents have had a strong impact on national and

international policies [17,18]. Therefore this is an important aspect
which should not be overlooked.

Due to limitations in quantitative loss assessment methods, usually a
shared decision making by the stakeholders is required to determine
Natech-related losses for NRA purposes, which should include both
natural and technological hazard actors. The following guidelines on
expected impacts of major Natech accidents may be useful for this
purpose:

● Toxic vapour clouds may have the largest impact on the population,
but lower impact on the environment and almost no impact on as-
sets.

● Liquid spills of chemicals and fuels may have the largest impact on
the environment, but lower impact on assets and on the population.

● Fires and explosions may have the largest impact on assets, but
lower impact on the population and very low impact on the en-
vironment.

5. Risk evaluation

Risk evaluation is the process of comparing the results of risk ana-
lysis with risk criteria to determine whether the risk is acceptable or
tolerable [19]. Within the scope of the NRA, risk evaluation primarily
serves for ranking purposes so that the most significant risks at the
national level can be determined. Therefore this stage is not specific to
Natech risks, but covers all risk scenarios related to all hazards, in-
cluding all other multi-hazard risk scenarios. Depending on the NRA
objectives and priorities, different impact criteria can be used to eval-
uate the risk analysis results, such as human life and health, material
assets, natural resources and environment, socio-economic values,
quality of life, etc. The EU NRA guidelines consider three impact ca-
tegories, namely human health, economic loss and socio-political im-
pacts [19].

During the risk evaluation in the NRA context, it should be clearly
stated if Natech risks are included in the risk scenarios, and how they
were assessed. As a general rule, scenarios that include Natech-related
analysis should not be directly compared with the scenarios that do not
include this kind of analysis. A comparison could still be carried out,
provided that the contributions of the Natech scenarios are detached,
which is possible if they are properly documented. Keeping track of
Natech risk contributions also allows the comparison of the level of
Natech risk with the risk of other natural and man-made hazards and is
therefore recommended.

For the evaluation of the impacts and the presentation of the results,
most of the NRAs utilise risk matrices. This is also a recommended
practice by the EU NRA guidelines [19]. A risk matrix is a two-di-
mensional matrix that is used to define the level of risk by considering
the category of likelihood against the category of consequence severity.
Qualitative or semi-quantitative Natech risk assessments may directly
produce such categorical results. Results of the quantitative methods on
the other hand should be converted into categories. In order to be useful
as an evaluation tool, a risk matrix should reliably discriminate be-
tween high and low risks. For this purpose, both likelihood and con-
sequence axes and the related categories should have been defined in
such a way that the product of the categories of the two axes should
properly represent the significance of the risk, and the rating of the
matrix cells corresponding to risk priority levels should also be done
properly. Otherwise, the matrix is not consistent and cannot support
good decision making [94]. The categories themselves also should be in
coherence with acceptability criteria decided nationally or agreed on
between the stakeholders during the NRA.

Generally, each impact category requires a separate risk matrix to
be developed. However, for evaluation and ranking purposes, weighted
averages of the impact measures can be utilised or they can be com-
bined or aggregated into specific indices or indicators by using various
methods [95]. Although such composite measures simplify the ranking
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process, they may complicate the comparison of different NRAs if a
common methodology is not sadopted. Aggregation may also result in
double counting of impacts. Therefore, attention must be paid in using
such measures. As an alternative, multi-criteria decision making
methods can be used to rank scenarios without aggregating the avail-
able data [96,97]. If quantitative methods are used for the risk analysis,
a comparison of the results also in a quantitative manner instead of with
risk matrices is recommended for higher accuracy. It should also be
noted that a risk matrix only illustrates two aspects of the results:
likelihood and consequence. To get a better understanding of the re-
sults, it is equally important to study the background information and
judgements made in the process [37].

6. Discussion and conclusions

Since the resources available to the authorities to protect the public,
the natural and built environment, and the economy against disasters
are limited, their efficient use is of prime importance. For this purpose,
it is essential to be aware of the threats and risks, and to assess and
compare them in order to set priorities for risk reduction. NRA is a
widely accepted and useful tool for this purpose. However, a number of
research and policy challenges and gaps exist that can prevent the ef-
fective consideration of Natech risks in the NRA process. These include:

• ambiguities in the NRA multi-hazard risk terminology,

• a lack of detailed knowledge of vulnerabilities of equipment to
natural hazards,

• inadequate Natech scenarios covering only a limited set of equip-
ment and natural hazards,

• the unavailability of a well-defined and consolidated Natech risk
assessment methodology,

• limited data and tools available for the analysis,

• considerable uncertainties at each stage of the Natech risk assess-
ment process.

Ambiguities in the terminology used for the NRA are a problem for
multi-hazard risk scenarios, especially in case of Natech risks. The im-
pacts of natural hazards are only the initiating events for Natech acci-
dents, which also depend not only on the presence of hazardous ac-
tivities, but also on the characteristics of the hazardous substances,
existing prevention and mitigation measures, environmental condi-
tions, and the surrounding risk receptors. In some cases, entities termed
as risk in fact only correspond to hazard or vulnerability in the multi-
hazard risk context and further assessment is needed to obtain the ac-
tual risk levels. Setting the proper definitions at the beginning of the
NRA and paying attention to their use is crucial from this aspect.

Except for a limited number of case studies, which involve detailed
quantitative analysis of natural-hazard related vulnerabilities of specific
industrial equipment, the current practice of natural-hazard damage
assessment relies mostly on fragility curves that are based on historical
data. The majority of this data originates from natural disasters that
happened several decades ago, at a time when technical design and
construction standards were different and natural hazard data collec-
tion practices were deficient. Therefore, the accuracy of the fragility
curves is not always high, which requires careful interpretation of the
results. Attention should also be paid to the inherent limitations of
equipment vulnerability models originating from non-Natech applica-
tions. Sometimes the models are based on damage definitions that use
economic aspects of the damage (e.g. cost of repair or replacement)
instead of physical integrity measures. Because certain damage modes,
which do not cause loss of containment, may result in significant eco-
nomic cost (e.g. Elephant Foot Buckling of a storage tank), the use of
related fragility functions may result in an overestimation of the Natech
risk. Hence, the basis of the fragility models should be reviewed before
the analysis.

Although information on natural-hazard related damage and failure

modes is available for selected industrial equipment (e.g. storage tanks)
and natural hazards (e.g. earthquakes, floods), well-defined damage
and loss of containment scenarios that can be used for the quantitative
assessment of Natech risks without relying on detailed numerical
methods are currently lacking. This results in the use of highly generic
and basic scenarios, which reduce the precision of the analysis and
increase the uncertainty. In fact, the background knowledge for the
Natech risk assessment is still limited for many key aspects [15] and
considerable use of expert judgment is usually necessary at all stages of
the Natech risk assessment for the NRA. Thus, both diversity and ex-
pertise among the stakeholders and actors taking part in the analysis
are essential to ensure a satisfactory quality and consistency of the re-
sults.

By analysing past Natech accidents systematically, conclusions can
be drawn concerning the vulnerability of industrial equipment to dif-
ferent natural hazards, common damage and failure modes, possible
Natech accident scenarios, and extent of the impacts. Accident data-
bases are important tools for this purpose, but conventional accident
databases usually focus only on the technical aspects of an accident and
provide limited information on the triggering natural hazard severity
and impacts, which are equally important for Natech accident analysis
and lessons learning. Therefore, specialised databases are required to
support Natech-related studies. The JRC's Natech accident database
eNatech, which is publicly available at http://enatech.jrc.ec.europa.eu,
is such a database that is specifically designed for the systematic col-
lection, analysis, and dissemination of worldwide Natech accident data.
Besides supporting the collection of detailed natural hazard and acci-
dent information in a collaborative manner, the database also allows
methodical recording and analysis of the sequence of events and con-
tributing factors leading to an accident. Therefore it can be used for
assembling vulnerability models and Natech scenarios, which are useful
for NRA purposes.

Although the EU NRA guidelines are aimed to improve coherence
and consistency among the risk assessments, the voluntary nature of the
guidelines and the absence of prescriptions on risk identification, ana-
lysis and evaluation methods resulted in diverse forms of NRAs as re-
vealed by overview studies [23,30]. Especially multi-hazard risk sce-
narios, including Natech scenarios, are found to be significantly
different among the NRAs. Different institutional and cultural contexts
of the EU Member States and the existing national risk assessment
practices that differ from the suggested practice were identified as some
of the obstacles for comparable NRAs [21,40]. The lack of a standar-
dised and well-defined risk assessment methodology that should be
followed by all Member States is also a major factor. Given that the
NRAs should be periodically reviewed and updated, the development of
more detailed and systematic guidelines including Natech-related gui-
dance and recommendations might be useful for future NRAs to achieve
their objectives. A well-defined methodology will not only allow more
accurate consideration of the Natech risks, but will also permit the
results of different NRAs to be compared more easily across different
countries or for different time periods for the same country.

Especially for countries having a high number of hazardous facilities
which are also exposed to various natural hazards, efficient Natech risk
assessment within the NRA context requires several screening and
preliminary analysis steps that necessitate a rough estimation of the
Natech accident potential and severity. Although expert judgment can
be resorted to for this purpose, use of systematic methods based on
qualitative or semi-quantitative methods that do not require extensive
data may result in a better and more reliable selection. Further research
on Natech-related ranking procedures and scoring indices for hazardous
facilities, critical equipment, and accident scenarios are required for
this purpose. Recent indicator-based semi-quantitative methods for the
screening of the scenarios of natural hazards threatening critical in-
frastructure [98] can be taken as an example.

No risk assessment tool that is currently available can capture all
aspects of Natech risk. However, the JRC's Rapid Natech Risk
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Assessment and Mapping System (RAPID-N), which is publicly avail-
able at http://rapidn.jrc.ec.europa.eu, allows quick local, regional and
also national Natech risk analysis including natural hazard damage
assessment and Natech consequence analysis with minimum data re-
quirements [99,100]. Featuring a collaborative and open-model ap-
proach with advanced data estimation capabilities, the system initially
focused on earthquake impacts at industrial facilities [101], but in time
it has been extended to cover hazardous liquid transmission pipelines
and flood hazards, for which prototype systems are available
[102,103]. Besides supporting land-use planning, emergency planning,
early warning, and emergency response activities, the system can also
be used by the competent authorities and risk assessment experts for
NRA purposes.

Risk assessment methodologies for both natural and technological
hazards have inherent uncertainties. Because Natech risk assessment
unites both fields, it also amplifies uncertainties. Proper documentation
of the data sources, the scenarios, and the analysis methods used to
estimate the consequences of the Natech accidents is important for
keeping track of uncertainties so that they can be considered in the
evaluation process. There are also large ambiguities in economic cost
estimates, especially in indirect costs that do not materialise due to the
accident itself but due to its consequences including cascading impacts.
Besides insufficient data and inadequate methodologies, these ambi-
guities also originate from the multi-dimensionality in disaster impacts
and their large redistributive effects, which make it unclear what is
included or not in cost assessments [104]. Therefore, defining the “cost”
in the context of the NRA at the beginning is crucial to avoid misleading
use of assessments and improper comparison or aggregation of results.
Studies on economic aspects of Natech accidents are very limited and
methods for the quantitative estimation of losses do not exist. Further
studies on this topic are essential given the importance of unbiased
estimates of the costs for proper evaluation and ranking of the risk
scenarios.

The industry has the option of transferring risk to third parties
through the use of insurance or other financial tools. The losses due to
various natural hazards, including business interruption costs, might be
covered by such tools, but the level of coverage varies with estimated
risk and existing risk management practices [105]. In general, good
practice costs no more than bad and gives both improvements in safety
and reductions in costs [75]. However, in case of major risks, such as
Natech risk, it is often necessary to have expenditure on safety which is
not self-financing. Therefore, for Natech risks with potential national
impacts some legislative support or involvement of regional and na-
tional authorities might be necessary to finance the required prevention
and mitigation measures. The results of the NRA are useful to identify
such situations.

Another benefit of the NRA is to identify the authorities and orga-
nisations responsible for different aspects of potential risks. Due to its
multi-hazard nature, responsibilities related to Natech risks are often
not well defined and overlaps, conflicts, and gaps exist at various stages
of the risk management. The NRA process, which involves all relevant
actors may help in solving these ambiguities. Through the involvement
in the NRA, the stakeholders also obtain a better knowledge of the
Natech vulnerabilities and risks.

The systematic evaluation of Natech risks in the NRA framework
will not only result in better informed decision making, but may also
lead to better identification and prioritisation of protection measures
which can be implemented to reduce and control Natech risks in a cost-
and time-effective manner. For this purpose, a NRA can be supported by
national risk assessment capability assessment, which allows a country
to determine its ability to reduce, adopt to or mitigate risks identified in
the NRA. In the EU, the Union Civil Protection mechanism explicitly
requires this practice. Guidelines that aim to provide a non-binding
comprehensive and flexible methodology were published [106]. Al-
though the guidelines ask whether or not cross-sectorial dimensions of
risk and critical infrastructure are considered, they do not mention

cascading risks or the interaction between natural and technological
hazards. Consideration of these aspects might be useful for improving
Natech-related risk management practices.

Regardless of the methodology used, proper Natech risk assessment
requires comprehensive natural-hazard and industrial data. Some in-
formation, such as natural hazard maps or industrial equipment data,
which is possibly available through legal instruments, but more speci-
fically through the other sections of the NRA process, should be utilised
as much as possible in a time- and cost-effective way. Considering
Natech-related aspects during hazard-specific data collection and ef-
fective coordination of data collection and analysis activities, may
prevent repetition and duplicate work for Natech-specific purposes. For
this reason, the authority designated to manage the NRA should com-
municate with and involve each actor effectively in the Natech risk
assessment process and highlight Natech-related topics at each stage
throughout the NRA study.

As Natech accidents are regarded as typical examples of a cascading
multi-hazard risk, which is also usually multi-sectorial, the information
and recommendations provided in this study can be useful not only for
Natech-related purposes, but also for a better assessment of other cas-
cading risks. They can also improve the coherence and consistency
among the NRAs prepared by different countries or by a country at
different time periods. Although the focus of the study was national, the
provided Natech-related principles are applicable at a smaller extent as
well, such as for regional Natech risk assessment purposes.
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